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 ABSTRACT: 
AC star Generator works on a awfully straightforward 
principle. It consists of normal star cells organized in 
circular pattern mounted on a base. half the cells square 
measure wired in one circuit and [*fr1] in another 
circuit. Mounted on top of the star cells may be a 
spinning disc battery-powered by a DC motor. The DC 
motor gets its power from four little DC star cells 
mounted within the corners of the bottom. The disc has 
portals remove it permitting lightweight to meet up with 
to each different electric cell below it. because the disc 
spins every of the banks of star cells is alternately 
exposed to lightweight and alternately turn out power. 
once the portal is [*fr1] manner between the 2 cells the 
voltage cancels and drops to zero. The ensuing voltage is 
curved  or AC. therefore there's no would like of 
conversion equipment‟s like inverters, part 

synchronizers, etc. This makes the idea quite 
straightforward nonetheless effective and economical 
similarly as compared to the present trend of extracting 
the alternative energy within the market. thanks to the 
pursuit system the potency of the project will increase by 
100 percent to half-hour.This paper deals with the 
planning and execution of a star huntsman system 
dedicated to the PV conversion panels. The planned 
single axis star huntsman device ensures the optimisation 
of the conversion of alternative energy into electricity by 
properly positioning the PV panel in accordance with the 
important position of the sun. The operation of the 
experimental model of the device relies on a DC motor 
showing intelligence controlled by a fanatical drive unit 
that moves a mini PV panel in line with the signals 
received from 2 straightforward however economical 
lightweight sensors. The performance and characteristics 
of the star huntsman square measure through an 
experiment analyzed. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
A device, framework and technique for producing 
rotating flow (a/c) power legitimately from photovoltaic 
cells use a variety of photovoltaic cell matches that are 
each associated in against parallel to shape an a/c 
intersection. The framework, gadget and technique 
precisely progressively uncovered and shades 
photovoltaic cell sets to daylight to produce exchanging 
flow power at an a/c intersection of the sun based cell 
sets. Progressively and then again uncovering and 
shading the two enemy of parallel associated sunlight 
based cells of eachsun oriented cell pair causes the 
abundancy and extremity of the power at the a/c 
intersection to slowly rise and tumble to create rotating 
flow power. The progressive, substituting introduction 
and shading of the two enemy of parallel sun powered 
cells is cultivated by precisely covering and uncovering 
the sunlight based cell sets. The AC Solar Generator 
(ACSG) is a gadget that will deliver AC current 
straightforwardly from sun oriented cells without an 
inverter. The ACSG produces an unadulterated sine 
wave that matches economically created utility power. 
Essentially input a sign from the power source to be 
coordinated and it will line up with the stage, in any case 
in the event that it is 50 or 60 pushes through a stage 
synchronizer that is joined into the gadget. The ACSG 
has single or three stage abilities.  
 
2.Solar Generator  
A sun oriented fueled generator is a minimal gadget that, 
by means of sunlight based boards, catches the sun's 
vitality. This vitality is then put away in a bank which 
discharges it as AC control through an inverter. Consider 
it a generator that keeps running on a sunlight based 
controlled battery. It has four noteworthy segments that 
handle all the arrangement of procedures both outside 
and within the generator. These segments are the 
batteries, charge controller, sunlight based boards, and 
inverter. For some odd reason, there is no nearness of 
sunlight based parts of any sort inside the sun powered 
generator. Sunlight based generators require sun 
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powered boards to work proficiently. As they don't meet 
up in one bundle, you'll have to go further into your 
pockets. Trust me, obtaining sun based boards merits 
each dime. They are the best elective with regards to 
charging a sun oriented generator's battery. Does this 
imply there are elective methods for charging sun based 
generators? Indeed, yes. You could charge a sun 
powered generator utilizing a vehicle charger or a 110V 
divider outlet. Of course, not every single sun powered 
generator accompany this particular component. Various 
generators come in various forms. Some sun oriented 
generators suit a solitary method of charging, while 
others are available to numerous methods of charging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.1 Solar Generator 

3.Working 
The AC Solar Generator (ACSG) is a device that will 
produce AC current directly from solar cells without an 
inverter. The ACSG produces a pure sine wave that 
matches commercially produced utility power. Simply 
input a signal from the power source to be matched and 
it will align with the phase, regardless if it is 50 or 60 
cycles through a phase synchronizer that is incorporated 
into the device. The ACSG has single or three phase 
capabilities. The ACSG works on the same principle as 
any regular generator except it is completely solar 
powered. Solar cells on the perimeter, power a DC motor 
that spins the disc. The disc speed is regulated by a phase 
synchronizer, which adjusts the motor speed to match 
any input phase signal. AC current is directly created 
when the cells are alternately exposed to light, by the 
circulating disc through our patented system. No 
inverter, batteries or heavy wiring are needed. 

 
 
 
a.The Charge Controller.  
This basic looking gadget fills in as the sun based 
generator's most fundamental segment. Its capacity is to 
expand the lifetime of the implicit battery of the sun 
oriented generator. The battery of a sun based controlled 
generator could either be Lithium-particle, Gel or AGM. 
These batteries have changing charging and releasing 
highlights. Over some undefined time frame, the cells 
wear out, debase and poof! That denotes the last blow of 
your top of the line sun powered generator Therefore, 
every sun based fueled generator comes furnished with a 
charge controller. The charge controller levels the rate of 
intensity inside the battery. This guarantees the battery 
gets the perfect measure of intensity. Furthermore, it 
additionally pursues the printed admonitions that are 
noticeable on either the front or the back of the battery.  
b.Solar Panels.  
Sun based boards, as referenced previously, keep the sun 
based generators charged. How they do this? They have 
intelligent surfaces that catch photons from the sun's 
vitality beams. These photons are then caught in what we 
allude to as photovoltaic cells ('photograph' signifies 
light, while 'volt' signifies control). 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Solar Panel 
 
4.Application  
We trust the ACSG has numerous applications. The 
ACSG is intended to be a supplemental power 
framework for private, business, or to include capacity to 
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the lattice framework. Different ACSGs could be 
gathered in a measured example to make the most 
effective estimated boards. We trust the units could be 
sold in a "complete" adaptation from retail locations for 
shopper use. Business undertakings could be planned 
and introduced to enhance control for business and 
assembling offices or for sun oriented power producing 
stations giving capacity to the framework. With single 
and three stage capacities, the majority of this is entirely 
achievable 
CONCLUSION: 
Today AC power is produced for the power grid by AC 
generators. The generators are powered by mechanical 
energy provided by water turbines (hydro-electric) or 
steam turbines powered from coal, natural gas or nuclear 
fuel. The mechanical energy rotates the coils of the 
generator in a magnetic field to produce voltage. 
Because the conductor coil of the generator flips 
direction during rotation in the magnetic field the 
resulting voltage produced is sinusoidal or AC. 
Inventive Research replicated this sinusoidal voltage by 
mechanically manipulating alternate banks of solar cells 
to turn off and on. They spent many years years 
developing this technology. They call it the AC Solar 
Generator. It‟s so simple and practical you won‟t believe 

it hasn‟t been done before, but it hasn‟t. Inventive 

Research and their attorneys did an exhaustive patent 
search to make sure of that. 
 

 
 

Fig.5 
Half of the cells are wired in one circuit and half in 

another circuit. 
 

 
 
 
 

Mounted above the solar cells is a spinning disk powered 
by a DC electric motor. The DC motor gets its power 
from four small DC solar cells mounted in the corners of 
the base. The disk has portals cut into it allowing light to 
pass through to every other solar cell below it. As the 
disk spins each of the banks of solar cells is alternately 
exposed to light and alternately produce power. When 
the portal is half way between the two cells the voltage 
cancels and drops to zero. The resulting voltage is 
sinusoidal or AC. It can even be configured to produce 
three phase AC power. 
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